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GELSHOW 2x3   T02-GELSHOW2X3
GELSHOW 4x3   T02-GELSHOW4X3

GELSHOW 2       T02-GELSHOW2
GELSHOW 4       T02-GELSHOW4 

They are multisectoral gelato makers directed to different 
activities: catering, cake and pastry shops and all those 
activities offering fresh-made gelato as a complementary 
product.

GELSHOW 2 with 2-litre freezing cylinder
GELSHOW 4 with 4-litre freezing cylinder
GELSHOW 2 x 3 with three 2-litre freezing cylinders
GELSHOW 4 x 3 with three 4-litre freezing cylinders

          GELSHOW 2 x 3                              GELSHOW 4 x 3

GELSHOW 2                             GELSHOW 4
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES AND SPECIAL ADVANTAGES 
-The initial investment is lower than other processing and sales systems.
-The machines take up very little space.
-They do not require a special workshop or a display cabinet.
-Easy to use, they do not require particularly qualified personnel.
-Perfect view of the moving product during processing.
-They perform continuous freezing to always obtain fresh-made gelato.
-Various ingredients can be added at any time.
-They offer two freezing temperatures and
  one overnight storage temperature.
-The lids are fitted with safety magnets.
-Gelato is served directly from the freezing cylinder.
-Easy to clean and sanitize.
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* This value is subject to variation according to the way in which the equipment is used. 
Euro-Milan reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication without prior notice.

We accept no liability for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.

Easy to use
They offer two freezing temperatures and one overnight 

storage temperature. Easy to use, they do not require 
particularly qualified personnel. 

Easy to clean and sanitize.

Transparent lid
Perfect view of the MOVING product during pro-

cessing. Various ingredients can be added at any 
time.They perform continuous freezing to always 
obtain fresh-made gelato. The lids have a safety 

magnet. Gelato is served directly from the freezing 
cylinder.

Excellent investment
The investment is low compared to other 

producing and selling systems. The machines 
take up little space. No production lab and 

display cabinet are required. Easy to use, they 
do not require particularly qualified personnel.

MODEL                 WxDxH                                   ELECTRICAL                     CONDENSATION     MIX PER CYCLE L         LENGHT OF WORKING CYCLE MIN
GELSHOW 2 39x46x97 cm                1 kW V 220 - 60Hz - 3ph              air                   1÷2                     continuous
GELSHOW 4 46x51x97 cm                1,8 kW V 220 - 60Hz - 3ph     air                   2÷4                     continuous
GELSHOW 2x3 110x53x97 cm                3 kWV 220 - 60Hz - 3ph     air/water   1÷2 x 3                     continuous
GELSHOW 4x3 120x53x97 cm                4,5 kW V 220 - 60Hz - 3ph           air/water   2÷4 x 3                     continuous


